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Cases In Intelligence Analysis Structured Analytic
Techniques In Action
Intelligence work is in some ways like a newspaper or newsmagazine, in some like a business,
in some like the research activity of a university; very little of it involves cloaks and daggers. All
of it is important to national survival, and should be understood by the citizens of a democracy.
In this remarkable book, an able scholar, experienced in foreign intelligence, analyzes all of
these varied aspects of what is known as "high-level foreign positive intelligence." Illustrations
are drawn from that branch, but the lessons apply to all intelligence, and in fact to all those
phases of business, of journalism, and (most importantly) of scholarship, where the problem is
to learn what has happened or will happen. Originally published in 1966. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-ofprint books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
In Challenges in Intelligence Analysis, first published in 2010, Timothy Walton offers concrete,
reality-based ways to improve intelligence analysis.
Learn how to use 24 structured analytic techniques to overcome mindsets, structure
uncertainties, leverage your imagination, reduce the chance of surprise, and instill more rigor in
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your analysis. Use of the techniques in growing steadily in the intelligence, homeland security,
and law enforcement communities as well as in the private sector and across the globe! The
Handbook of Analytic Tools and Techniques provides a definition of each technique, advice on
when to use it, a description of how each adds value to the analysis, and a step-by-step
description of the specific method involved. The Handbook is organized into five parts: *
Innovative Techniques - Break the Mold!* Diagnostic Techniques - Crack the Code!*
Reframing Techniques - Challenge Your Mindset!* Foresight Techniques - Anticipate the
Future!* Decision Support Tools - Make a Plan!
Using a flexible software system, this book teaches evidential and inferential issues used in
drawing conclusions from masses of evidence.
Richards J. Heuer Jr. and Randolph H. Pherson turn a lifetime of expertise into formalizing,
adapting, and standardizing a set of 50 of the most robust analytic techniques in use in
intelligence analysis today. This ready reference showcases current and cutting-edge best
practices and represents a significant leap forward in depth, detail and utility from existing
handbooks. Logically organized and richly illustrated, Structured Analytic Techniques makes it
easy to navigate, reference, and put the tools to use right away. Each technique is clearly and
systematically explained: when to use, value added, the method, potential pitfalls, examples of
how it can be used, its relationship to other techniques, and its origins. THE TECHNIQUES *
Getting Started Checklist * Customer Checklist * Issue Redefinition * Chronologies and
Timelines * Sorting * Ranking, Scoring, Prioritizing * Matrices * Network Analysis * Mind Maps
and Concept Maps * Process Maps and Gantt Charts * Structured Brainstorming * Virtual
Brainstorming * Nominal Group Technique * Starbursting * Cross-Impact Matrix *
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Morphological Analysis * Quadrant Crunching * Basic Scenario Analysis * Alternative Futures
Analysis * Multiple Scenario Generation * Indicators * Indicators Validator * Simple Hypothesis
* Multiple Hypotheses Generator * Quadrant Hypothesis Generation * Diagnostic Reasoning *
Analysis of Competing Hypotheses * Argument Mapping * Deception Detection * Key
Assumptions Check * Structured Analogies * Role Playing * Red Hat Analysis * Outside-In
Thinking * Policy Outcomes Forecasting Model * Prediction Markets * Premortem Analysis *
Structured Self-Critique * What If? Analysis * High Impact/Low Probability Analysis * Devil's
Advocacy * Red Team Analysis * Delphi Method * Adversarial Collaboration * Structured
Debate * Complexity Manager * Decision Matrix * Force Field Analysis * Pros-Cons-Faults-andFixes * SWOT Analysis
With the exponential growth in the intelligence field in the last few years, the profession has
grown much larger and its mission more complex. Government and private sector security
agencies have recruited intelligence analysts to process what has become a voluminous
amount of raw information flowing into these agencies' data collection systems. Unfortunately,
there is an unmet need for analysts who are able to process these data. For this reason there
are a growing number of colleges and universities that offer intelligence training so that
candidates for analyst positions can take-up their duties without protracted on-the-job
instruction. Handbook of Scientific Methods of Inquiry for Intelligence Analysis offers students
in such courses a way of gaining the analytic skills essential to undertake intelligence work.
This book acquaints students and analysts with how intelligence fits into the larger research
framework. It covers not only the essentials of applied research but also explains the function,
structure, and operational methods specifically involved in intelligence work. It looks at how
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analysts work with classified information in a security conscious environment, as well as
obtaining data via covert methods. Students are left with little doubt about what intelligence is
and how it is developed using scientific methods of inquiry.
In their Second Edition of Cases in Intelligence Analysis: Structured Analytic Techniques in
Action, accomplished instructors and intelligence practitioners Sarah Miller Beebe and
Randolph H. Pherson offer robust, class-tested cases studies of events in foreign intelligence,
counterintelligence, terrorism, homeland security, law enforcement, and decision-making
support. Designed to give analysts-in-training an opportunity to apply structured analytic
techniques and tackle real-life problems, each turnkey case delivers a captivating narrative,
discussion questions, recommended readings, and a series of engaging analytic exercises.
The intelligence community (IC) plays an essential role in the national security of the United
States. Decision makers rely on IC analyses and predictions to reduce uncertainty and to
provide warnings about everything from international diplomatic relations to overseas conflicts.
In today's complex and rapidly changing world, it is more important than ever that analytic
products be accurate and timely. Recognizing that need, the IC has been actively seeking
ways to improve its performance and expand its capabilities. In 2008, the Office of the Director
of National Intelligence (ODNI) asked the National Research Council (NRC) to establish a
committee to synthesize and assess evidence from the behavioral and social sciences relevant
to analytic methods and their potential application for the U.S. intelligence community. In
Intelligence Analysis for Tomorrow: Advances from the Behavioral and Social Sciences, the
NRC offers the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) recommendations to address many of
the IC's challenges. Intelligence Analysis for Tomorrow asserts that one of the most important
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things that the IC can learn from the behavioral and social sciences is how to characterize and
evaluate its analytic assumptions, methods, technologies, and management practices.
Behavioral and social scientific knowledge can help the IC to understand and improve all
phases of the analytic cycle: how to recruit, select, train, and motivate analysts; how to master
and deploy the most suitable analytic methods; how to organize the day-to-day work of
analysts, as individuals and teams; and how to communicate with its customers. The report
makes five broad recommendations which offer practical ways to apply the behavioral and
social sciences, which will bring the IC substantial immediate and longer-term benefits with
modest costs and minimal disruption.

With this second edition of Critical Thinking for Strategic Intelligence, Randolph H.
Pherson and Katherine Hibbs Pherson update their highly regarded, easy-to-use
handbook for developing core critical thinking skills and analytic techniques. This
indispensable text is framed around 20 key questions that all analysts must ask
themselves as they prepare to conduct research, generate hypotheses, evaluate
sources of information, draft papers, and ultimately present analysis. New material
includes a chapter on working with statistics and probabilities at an introductory level;
discussions on how to work with social media; managing the “big data” phenomenon
and what role analysis plays both at the front and back end of utilizing such information.
Each of the book’s chapters are consistently organized, enabling students and analysts
alike to easily trace the key steps of: Setting the Stage; Looking More Deeply; Key
Takeaways; Considering the Case Study, and the book’s illustrations include useful
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graphics that diagram and display the processes and structured analytic techniques for
arriving at the best possible analytical products. The “Analyst’s Roadmap” provides an
at-a-glance “map” for readers depicting the best practices involved in perfecting the
analytical product. A set of carefully crafted case studies on national intelligence,
homeland security, and law enforcement issues illustrate how to apply these critical
thinking skills tie directly to end-of-chapter questions, providing valuable selfassessment opportunities.
There are a limited number of intelligence analysis books available on the market.
Intelligence Analysis Fundamentals is an introductory, accessible text for college level
undergraduate and graduate level courses. While the principles outlined in the book
largely follow military intelligence terminology and practice, concepts are presented to
correlate with intelligence gathering and analysis performed in law enforcement,
homeland security, and corporate and business security roles. Most of the existing texts
on intelligence gathering and analysis focus on specific types of intelligence such as
‘target centric’ intelligence, and many of these, detail information from a position of
prior knowledge. In other words, they are most valuable to the consumer who has a
working-level knowledge of the subject. The book is general enough in nature that a lay
student—interested in pursuing a career in intelligence, Homeland Security, or other
related areas of law enforcement—will benefit from it. No prior knowledge of intelligence
analysis, functions, or operations is assumed. Chapters illustrate methods and
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techniques that, over the years, have consistently demonstrate results, superior to
those achieved with other means. Chapters describe such analytical methods that are
most widely used in the intelligence community and serve as recognized standards and
benchmarks in the practice of intelligence analysis. All techniques have been selected
for inclusion for their specific application to homeland security, criminal investigations,
and intelligence operations. Uses numerous hands-on activities—that can easily be
modified by instructors to be more or less challenging depending on the course level—to
reinforce concepts As current and active members of the intelligence community, the
authors draw on their decades of experience in intelligence to offer real-world examples
to illustrate concepts All methodologies reflect the latest trends in the intelligence
communities assessment, analysis, and reporting processes with all presented being
open source, non-classified information As such, the non-sensitive information
presented is appropriate—and methods applicable—for use for education and training
overseas and internationally Military-style collection and analysis methods are the
primary ones presented, but all are directly correlated intelligence to current concepts,
functions and practices within Homeland Security and the law communities Covers the
counterterrorism environment where joint operations and investigative efforts combine
military, private sector, and law enforcement action and information sharing The book
will be a welcome addition to the body of literature available and a widely used
reference for professionals and students alike.
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Accomplished instructors and intelligence practitioners Beebe and Pherson have
created a set of twelve robust, class-tested cases on events in foreign intelligence,
counterintelligence, terrorism, homeland security, law enforcement, and decisionmaking support. The case studies are designed to give analysts-intraining a hands-on
opportunity to apply structured analytic techniques to tackle real-life problems. Each
case delivers a compelling narrative and a set of step-by-step instructions that make
teaching and learning as effective and efficient as possible. Key Features: - Questions
at the start of each case challenge the student to think critically and help the students
bring the case into focus; - Carefully crafted narratives provide the right amount of detail
to give a realistic sense of the complexity and challenges of the case; - Recommended
readings at the end of each narrative allow room for further research - Sections entitled
"Structured Analytic Techniques in Action" frame the analytic tasks and provide step-bystep instructions for applying three to fi ve analytic techniques in a series of exercises
for each case study; - Two hundred photos, maps, figures, tables, boxes, and technique
templates support analysis and instruction; and - A matrix of the cases and techniques
used in each cases augment the annotated table of contents and provide students and
instructors an all-in-one view of the contents. To make the teaching of the cases as turnkey as possible, Beebe and Pherson have created a case-by-case guide, Cases in
Intelligence Analysis: Instructor's Materials, that is free to all users as a downloadable
PDF. Instructor's Materials includes solutions to all of the exercises, teaching tips,
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conclusions for each of the cases, and key takeaways that can be used to guide
classroom discussion. Techniques covered include: Analysis of Competing Hypotheses
Deception Detection The Decision Matrix Devil's Advocacy Force Field Analysis
Indicators Indicators Validator Key Assumptions Check Mind Maps Multiple Hypothesis
Generation Multiple Scenarios Generation Outside-In Thinking The Pre-Mortem
Analysis Pros-Cons-Faults-and-Fixes Quadrant Crunching Red Hat Analysis Simple
Scenarios Starbursting Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats Structured
Brainstorming Structured Self-Critique Timelines and Chronologies
"Fascinating.... Lays a foundation for understanding human history."—Bill Gates In this
"artful, informative, and delightful" (William H. McNeill, New York Review of Books)
book, Jared Diamond convincingly argues that geographical and environmental factors
shaped the modern world. Societies that had had a head start in food production
advanced beyond the hunter-gatherer stage, and then developed religion --as well as
nasty germs and potent weapons of war --and adventured on sea and land to conquer
and decimate preliterate cultures. A major advance in our understanding of human
societies, Guns, Germs, and Steel chronicles the way that the modern world came to
be and stunningly dismantles racially based theories of human history. Winner of the
Pulitzer Prize, the Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science, the Rhone-Poulenc Prize, and the
Commonwealth club of California's Gold Medal.
This book examines the use of social network analysis (SNA) in operational
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environments from the perspective of those who actually apply it. A rapidly growing
body of literature suggests that SNA can reveal significant insights into the overall
structure of criminal networks as well as the position of critical actors within such
groups. This book draws on the existing SNA and intelligence literature, as well as
qualitative interviews with crime intelligence analysts from two Australian state law
enforcement agencies to understand its use by law enforcement agencies and the
extent to which it can be used in practice. It includes a discussion of the challenges that
analysts face when attempting to apply various network analysis techniques to criminal
networks. Overall, it advances SNA as an investigative tool, and provides a significant
contribution to the field that will be of interest to both researchers and practitioners
interested in social network analysis, intelligence analysis and law enforcement.
During the Cold War, U.S. intelligence was concerned primarily with states; non-state
actors like terrorists were secondary. Now the priorities are reversed and the challenge
is enormous. States had an address, and they were hierarchical and bureaucratic. They
thus came with some 'story'. Terrorists do not. States were 'over there', but terrorists
are there and here. They thus put pressure on intelligence at home, not just abroad.
The strength of this book is that it underscores the extent of the change and ranges
broadly across data collection and analysis, foreign and domestic, as well as presenting
the issues of value that arise as new targets require collecting more information at
home.
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In this seminal work, published by the C.I.A. itself, produced by Intelligence veteran
Richards Heuer discusses three pivotal points. First, human minds are ill-equipped
("poorly wired") to cope effectively with both inherent and induced uncertainty. Second,
increased knowledge of our inherent biases tends to be of little assistance to the
analyst. And lastly, tools and techniques that apply higher levels of critical thinking can
substantially improve analysis on complex problems.
The definitive refutation to the argument of The Bell Curve. When published in 1981,
The Mismeasure of Man was immediately hailed as a masterwork, the ringing answer
to those who would classify people, rank them according to their supposed genetic gifts
and limits. And yet the idea of innate limits—of biology as destiny—dies hard, as witness
the attention devoted to The Bell Curve, whose arguments are here so effectively
anticipated and thoroughly undermined by Stephen Jay Gould. In this edition Dr. Gould
has written a substantial new introduction telling how and why he wrote the book and
tracing the subsequent history of the controversy on innateness right through The Bell
Curve. Further, he has added five essays on questions of The Bell Curve in particular
and on race, racism, and biological determinism in general. These additions strengthen
the book's claim to be, as Leo J. Kamin of Princeton University has said, "a major
contribution toward deflating pseudo-biological 'explanations' of our present social
woes."

Using a well-conceived incident response plan in the aftermath of an online
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security breach enables your team to identify attackers and learn how they
operate. But, only when you approach incident response with a cyber threat
intelligence mindset will you truly understand the value of that information. With
this practical guide, you’ll learn the fundamentals of intelligence analysis, as well
as the best ways to incorporate these techniques into your incident response
process. Each method reinforces the other: threat intelligence supports and
augments incident response, while incident response generates useful threat
intelligence. This book helps incident managers, malware analysts, reverse
engineers, digital forensics specialists, and intelligence analysts understand,
implement, and benefit from this relationship. In three parts, this in-depth book
includes: The fundamentals: get an introduction to cyber threat intelligence, the
intelligence process, the incident-response process, and how they all work
together Practical application: walk through the intelligence-driven incident
response (IDIR) process using the F3EAD process—Find, Fix Finish, Exploit,
Analyze, and Disseminate The way forward: explore big-picture aspects of IDIR
that go beyond individual incident-response investigations, including intelligence
team building
Introduction to Intelligence: Institutions, Operations, and Analysis offers a
strategic, international, and comparative approach to covering intelligence
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organizations and domestic security issues. Written by multiple authors, each
chapter draws on the author?s professional and scholarly expertise in the subject
matter. As a core text for an introductory survey course in intelligence, this text
provides readers with a comprehensive introduction to intelligence, including
institutions and processes, collection, communications, and common analytic
methods.
Three brothers and their relations in 19th century Russia provide the base for a
sweeping epic overview of human striving, folly and hope. First published in
1880, The Brothers Karamazov is a landmark work in every respect. Revolving
around shiftless father Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov are the fates of his three
sons, each of whom has fortunes entwined with the others. The eldest son,
Dimitri, seeks an inheritance from his father and becomes his rival in love. Ivan,
the second son, is so at odds with the world that he is driven near to madness,
while the youngest, Alexi, is a man of faith and a natural optimist. These
personalities are drawn out and tested in a crucible of conflict and emotion as the
author forces upon them fundamental questions of morality, faith, reason and
responsibility. This charged situation is pushed to its limit by the addition of the
unthinkable, murder and possible patricide. Using shifting viewpoints and delving
into the minds of his characters, Dostoevsky adopted fresh techniques to tell his
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wide-reaching story with power and startling effectiveness. The Brothers
Karamazov remains one of the most respected and celebrated novels in all
literature and continues to reward readers beyond expectation. With an eyecatching new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of The
Brothers Karamazov is both modern and readable.
This book offers a vast conceptual and theoretical exploration of the ways
intelligence analysis must change in order to succeed against today's most
dangerous combatants and most complex irregular theatres of conflict. • Includes
quotations from a wide range of acclaimed thinkers • Offers an extensive
bibliography of works cited and resources for further reading • Presents a
comprehensive index
The Third Edition of Structured Analytic Techniques for Intelligence Analysis by
Randolph H. Pherson and Richards J. Heuer Jr showcases sixty-six structured
analytic techniques—nine new to this edition—that represent the most current best
practices in intelligence, law enforcement, homeland security, and business
analysis. With more depth, detail, and utility than existing handbooks, each
technique is clearly and systematically explained. Logically organized and richly
illustrated, and with spiral binding and tabs that separate techniques into
categories, this book is an easy-to-use, comprehensive reference.
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The U.S. intelligence community (IC) is a complex human enterprise whose
success depends on how well the people in it perform their work. Although often
aided by sophisticated technologies, these people ultimately rely on their own
intellect to identify, synthesize, and communicate the information on which the
nation's security depends. The IC's success depends on having trained,
motivated, and thoughtful people working within organizations able to
understand, value, and coordinate their capabilities. Intelligence Analysis
provides up-to-date scientific guidance for the intelligence community (IC) so that
it might improve individual and group judgments, communication between
analysts, and analytic processes. The papers in this volume provide the detailed
evidentiary base for the National Research Council's report, Intelligence Analysis
for Tomorrow: Advances from the Behavioral and Social Sciences. The opening
chapter focuses on the structure, missions, operations, and characteristics of the
IC while the following 12 papers provide in-depth reviews of key topics in three
areas: analytic methods, analysts, and organizations. Informed by the IC's unique
missions and constraints, each paper documents the latest advancements of the
relevant science and is a stand-alone resource for the IC's leadership and
workforce. The collection allows readers to focus on one area of interest (analytic
methods, analysts, or organizations) or even one particular aspect of a category.
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As a collection, the volume provides a broad perspective of the issues involved in
making difficult decisions, which is at the heart of intelligence analysis.
A growing number of JMIC students have began to incorporate replicable
research design into their theses. This distillation of Master Sergeant Folker's
theses shows how fruitful this approach can be. By taking advantage of on-site
research funds available from the College, he managed, in brief visits to four
Unified Command Joint Intelligence Centers, to carry out a controlled experiment
to measure the impact of analyst familiarity with and use of one structured
analytic technique hypothesis testing. His findings, if corroborated by follow-on
studies, could have a substantial impact on Intelligence Community analytical
practices, and even some influence on how senior policy officials react to
analytical products. Managers of analytical personnel might also note that
structured methods would appear, from this study of non-specialized joint
intelligence center analysts, to be useful to specialized analysts who may be
required to move beyond their areas of deep expertise to cover new or unfamiliar
assignments.
The goal of Reasoning for Intelligence Analysts is to address the three distinct
dimensions of an analyst’s thinking: the person of the analyst (their traits), the
processes they use (their techniques), and the problems they face (their targets).
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Based on a decade of academic research and university teaching in a program
for aspiring intelligence analysts, this multidimensional approach will help the
reader move beyond the traditional boundaries of accumulating knowledge or
critical thinking with techniques to assess the unique targets of reasoning in the
information age. This approach is not just a set of techniques, but covers all
elements of reasoning by discussing the personal, procedural, and problemspecific aspects. It also addresses key challenges, such as uncertain data,
irrelevant or misleading information, indeterminate outcomes, and significance for
clients through an extensive examination of hypothesis development, causal
analysis, futures exploration, and strategy assessment. Both critical and creative
thinking, which are essential to reasoning in intelligence, are integrated
throughout. Structured around independently readable chapters, this text offers a
systematic approach to reasoning a long with an extensive toolkit that will serve
the needs of both students and intelligence professionals.
Quantitative Intelligence Analysis describes the model-based method of intelligence
analysis that represents the analyst’s mental models of a subject, as well as the
analyst’s reasoning process exposing what the analyst believes about the subject, and
how they arrived at those beliefs and converged on analytic judgments. It includes:
Specific methods of explicitly representing the analyst’s mental models as
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computational models; Dynamic simulations and interactive analytic games; The
structure of an analyst’s mental model and the theoretical basis for capturing and
representing the tacit knowledge of these models explicitly as computational models
detailed description of the use of these models in rigorous, structured analysis of
difficult targets; Model illustrations and simulation descriptions; The role of models in
support of collection and operations; Case studies that illustrate a wide range of
intelligence problems; And a recommended curriculum for technical analysts.
Contents: (1) How Do People Reason?; (2) What is Critical Thinking?; (3) What Can Be
Learned from the Past?: Thinking Critically about Cuba: Deploying the Missiles;
Assessing the Implications; Between Dogmatism and Refutation; Lacking:
Disconfirmation; The Roles of Critical Thinking in the Cuban Crisis; Winners and
Losers: The Crisis in Context; Ten Years Later, They Meet Again; Judgment; (4) How
Can Intelligence Analysts Employ Critical Thinking?; (5) How Can Intelligence Analysts
be Taught to Think Critically?; (6) How Does Critical Thinking Transform?; (7) What
Other Points of View Exist?; (8) What Does the Future Hold?; (9) NSA¿s Critical
Thinking and Structured Analysis Class Syllabus. Charts and tables.
Since 9/11, the needs of intelligence agencies as well as the missions they conduct
have increased in number, size, and complexity. This expanded and updated edition
offers a way of gaining the analytic skills essential to undertake intelligence work. It
acquaints students and analysts with how intelligence fits into the larger research
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framework, covering not only the essentials of applied research, but also the function,
structure, and operational methods specifically involved in intelligence work. It looks at
how analysts work with classified information in a security conscious environment as
well as obtain data via covert methods.
Cognitive task analysis is a broad area consisting of tools and techniques for describing
the knowledge and strategies required for task performance. Cognitive task analysis
has implications for the development of expert systems, training and instructional
design, expert decision making and policymaking. It has been applied in a wide range
of settings, with different purposes, for instance: specifying user requirements in system
design or specifying training requirements in training needs analysis. The topics to be
covered by this work include: general approaches to cognitive task analysis, system
design, instruction, and cognitive task analysis for teams. The work settings to which
the tools and techniques described in this work have been applied include: 911
dispatching, faultfinding on board naval ships, design aircraft, and various support
systems. The editors' goal in this book is to present in a single source a
comprehensive, in-depth introduction to the field of cognitive task analysis. They have
attempted to include as many examples as possible in the book, making it highly
suitable for those wishing to undertake a cognitive task analysis themselves. The book
also contains a historical introduction to the field and an annotated bibliography, making
it an excellent guide to additional resources.
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In this Second Edition of Structured Analytic Techniques for Intelligence Analysis,
authors Richards J. Heuer Jr. and Randolph H. Pherson showcase fifty-five structured
analytic techniques—five new to this edition—that represent the most current best
practices in intelligence, law enforcement, homeland security, and business analysis.
This book on intelligence analysis written by intelligence expert Dr. Stephen Marrin
argues that scholarship can play a valuable role in improving intelligence analysis.
Improving intelligence analysis requires bridging the gap between scholarship and
practice. Compared to the more established academic disciplines of political science
and international relations, intelligence studies scholarship is generally quite relevant to
practice. Yet a substantial gap exists nonetheless. Even though there are many
intelligence analysts, very few of them are aware of the various writings on intelligence
analysis which could help them improve their own processes and products. If the gap
between scholarship and practice were to be bridged, practitioners would be able to
access and exploit the literature in order to acquire new ways to think about, frame,
conceptualize, and improve the analytic process and the resulting product. This volume
contributes to the broader discussion regarding mechanisms and methods for
improving intelligence analysis processes and products. It synthesizes these articles
into a coherent whole, linking them together through common themes, and emphasizes
the broader vision of intelligence analysis in the introduction and conclusion chapters.
The book will be of great interest to students of intelligence studies, strategic studies,
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US national security, US foreign policy, security studies and political science in
general,as well as professional intelligence analysts and managers.
Cases in Intelligence AnalysisStructured Analytic Techniques in ActionCQ Press
Now in its Sixth Edition, Robert M. Clark?s Intelligence Analysis: A Target-Centric
Approach once again delivers a consistent, clear method for teaching intelligence
analysis—demonstrating how a collaborative, target-centric approach leads to sharper
and more effective analysis. This bestseller also includes new end-of-chapter questions
to spark classroom discussion, as well as material on the intelligence cycle, collection,
managing analysis, and dealing with intelligence customers. Clark’s practical approach
combined with his insider perspective create the ideal resource for students and
practitioners alike.
With Critical Thinking for Strategic Intelligence, Katherine Hibbs Pherson and Randolph H.
Pherson have updated their highly regarded, easy-to-use handbook for developing core critical
thinking skills and analytic techniques. This indispensable text is framed around 20 key
questions that all analysts must ask themselves as they prepare to conduct research, generate
hypotheses, evaluate sources of information, draft papers, and ultimately present analysis,
including: How do I get started? Where is the information I need? What is my argument? How
do I convey my message effectively? The Third Edition includes suggested best practices for
dealing with digital disinformation, politicization, and AI. Drawing upon their years of teaching
and analytic experience, Pherson and Pherson provide a useful introduction to skills that are
essential within the intelligence community.
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Discrete optimization problems are everywhere, from traditional operations research planning
(scheduling, facility location and network design); to computer science databases; to
advertising issues in viral marketing. Yet most such problems are NP-hard; unless P = NP,
there are no efficient algorithms to find optimal solutions. This book shows how to design
approximation algorithms: efficient algorithms that find provably near-optimal solutions. The
book is organized around central algorithmic techniques for designing approximation
algorithms, including greedy and local search algorithms, dynamic programming, linear and
semidefinite programming, and randomization. Each chapter in the first section is devoted to a
single algorithmic technique applied to several different problems, with more sophisticated
treatment in the second section. The book also covers methods for proving that optimization
problems are hard to approximate. Designed as a textbook for graduate-level algorithm
courses, it will also serve as a reference for researchers interested in the heuristic solution of
discrete optimization problems.
John A. Gentry and Joseph S. Gordon update our understanding of strategic warning
intelligence analysis for the twenty-first century. Strategic warning—the process of long-range
analysis to alert senior leaders to trending threats and opportunities that require action—is a
critical intelligence function. It also is frequently misunderstood and underappreciated. Gentry
and Gordon draw on both their practitioner and academic backgrounds to present a history of
the strategic warning function in the US intelligence community. In doing so, they outline the
capabilities of analytic methods, explain why strategic warning analysis is so hard, and discuss
the special challenges strategic warning encounters from senior decision-makers. They also
compare how strategic warning functions in other countries, evaluate why the United States
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has in recent years emphasized current intelligence instead of strategic warning, and
recommend warning-related structural and procedural improvements in the US intelligence
community. The authors examine historical case studies, including postmortems of warning
failures, to provide examples of the analytic points they make. Strategic Warning Intelligence
will interest scholars and practitioners and will be an ideal teaching text for intermediate and
advanced students.
Climate change: watershed or endgame? In this compelling new book, Noam Chomsky, the
world’s leading public intellectual, and Robert Pollin, a renowned progressive economist, map
out the catastrophic consequences of unchecked climate change—and present a realistic
blueprint for change: the Green New Deal. Together, Chomsky and Pollin show how the
forecasts for a hotter planet strain the imagination: vast stretches of the Earth will become
uninhabitable, plagued by extreme weather, drought, rising seas, and crop failure. Arguing
against the misplaced fear of economic disaster and unemployment arising from the transition
to a green economy, they show how this bogus concern encourages climate denialism.
Humanity must stop burning fossil fuels within the next thirty years and do so in a way that
improves living standards and opportunities for working people. This is the goal of the Green
New Deal and, as the authors make clear, it is entirely feasible. Climate change is an
emergency that cannot be ignored. This book shows how it can be overcome both politically
and economically.
Provides an unclassified reference handbook which explains the categories of intelligence
threat, provides an overview of worldwide threats in each category, and identifies available
resources for obtaining threat information. Contents: intelligence collection activities and
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disciplines (computer intrusion, etc.); adversary foreign intelligence operations (Russian,
Chinese, Cuban, North Korean and Romanian); terrorist intelligence operations; economic
collections directed against the U.S. (industrial espionage); open source collection; the
changing threat and OPSEC programs.
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